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UK MACRO UPDATE: ELECTORAL UNCERTAINTY 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

The United Kingdom Independence Party’s (UKIP) landslide win in Clacton and surge in Heywood last night 

adds to the uncertainty about next May’s General Election. Former Conservative MP Douglas Carswell triggered a by-

election in his Clacton constituency by defecting to UKIP. He won nearly 60% of the resulting vote last night to return to 

parliament as a UKIP MP. The Conservative’s vote share collapsed to 24.6% (down 28ppts) while Labour slipped to 11.2% 

(down 14ppts). The junior governing coalition partner, the Liberal Democrats, gained just 1.4% of the vote, while the Green 

party came in fourth ahead of the Lib Dems. By fracturing the vote, UKIP makes next May’s national election much harder 

to predict. That electoral uncertainty is one of the key risks we see for the British economy over the next few years.  

 

The second election last night in the Labour stronghold of Heywood and Middleton was perhaps the more important result. 

Carswell was widely expected to win in Clacton given his local popularity and demographics in the area favourable to UKIP. 

In contrast, Heywood is a Labour stronghold close to Manchester. Labour retained the seat, actually increasing their share 

of the vote to 41% from 40%, despite Labour leader Ed Miliband’s disappointing party conference performance. UKIP, 

however, surged to 38.7% of the vote, up 36ppts. UKIP challenged a Labour seat mainly by consolidating votes, in net 

terms, from the two governing parties: the Conservatives vote share fell 15ppts to 12.3% while the Lib Dem’s were down 

17.6ppts at 5.1%. 

 

What does all this mean? Before getting to the answers, it is worth remembering that by-elections can sometimes serve as 

protest votes in much the same way as European parliament elections. So the magnitude of the recent UKIP surge will 

probably not be repeated next May. Taking that as read, the first implication is that the fracturing national vote makes it 

much harder to predict the general election result and more likely that a hung parliament results. Second, UKIP is likely to 

hurt the Conservatives chances more than Labour’s. Third, the junior coalition partner has lost support which could make it 

a less suitable partner (for either the Conservatives or Labour) after the next election. Although the UK’s skewed electoral 

maths helps the Lib Dems here. Even with sharply lower popular support they should still retain a sizeable cadre of MPs. 

 

Fourth, finally, and perhaps most importantly, surging support for UKIP could encourage more defections from the Con-

servatives. The Conservatives continue to lag Labour in the polls but would need a wide lead in order to gain a majority of 

seats in parliament. If the governing party continues to lag then they may be unable to contain their internal disputes over 

Europe. Instead of grasping the opportunity to reshape the UK with further devolution following Scotland’s independence 

referendum, the Conservatives may make themselves unelectable and hand further ground to UKIP. If so, the Conserva-

tives and the prime minister as well as the UK could suffer. Markets could ultimately live with some political uncertainty, but 

they could not live happily with Brexit. 

 

We do not expect that to happen. It is a risk not our base case. The eurosceptic’s among the Conservatives know the only 

way to get an EU referendum is to stick together and win the next election. Even if UKIP support surges, they are unlikely 

to gain more than 5 or so seats in the 650 member parliament. Moreover, we expect the UK to remain in the EU even in the 

event of a Brexit referendum. As the existential euro-crisis has faded, Briton’s have switched from favouring Brexit to sup-

porting continued EU membership. However, uncertainty over the general election and Brexit are, in our view, two of the 

biggest risks facing the UK economy over the next few years that we need to watch very carefully. 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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